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The study is formed in order to investigate and reveal the importance and the
acquisitions gained by students through History lesson to the high-school
students studying in an institution connected to the Northern Cyprus
Education System. In the scope of the subject included in the survey, students
studying in 9th and 10th year at Lefkosa Turk High-School were directed
questions by using an interview technique of qualitative research method to
identify their opinion about the importance and what kind of benefits has
provided by History Lesson and several results have been obtained. As a
result of the survey, the data received from the opinion of students will reveal
the significance of the study.
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1. Introduction
The history is embraced as an important part of both social and physical
environment of humanity. Whether being conscious or unconscious, it should
be known that the experience we had out of our history appears in the
background of our emotions, thoughts and behaviour. Everything that forms our
current life is formed by the experience we carried from past to present.
Depending on previous experiences, the mankind is benefiting from the past in
order to shape the future. The history surrounds our lives in a way that we can
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understand and conceive many aspects included in humanity, the physical and
social environment of human nature which reserves culture, economy, politics,
health, art, sport, geography and literature. “Briefly, history is always with us not
because we would like to bear it like poverty but because we cannot escape.”
History, in other words, is an important subject that helps us interpret the
circumstances that take place in our lives and influence the ways we will response
to these events [1]. In Turkish Language Association, history is defined as “a
science that examines the circumstances occurred as a result of society, nations
and organisational behaviour, explaining these circumstances by pointing date
and places, the relationship between the events, how they relate with previous and
next events, their interaction and the civilisation formed by each nation” [2].
According to [3], history is defined as a branch of science that investigates
community, their war and peace, culture and also their civilisation, and by
showing place and date, their social and economic structure within causation
depending on documents” [3]. “The meaning of the word history coming from
Hebraic VHR origin is story, transferring and explaining” [4]. The definition of
history in Western Language is derived from the word “historia” which has the
same meaning. This word is expressed as a discipline that subjects and explains
the past events. There are many definitions of history. In these definitions, it is
interpreted in two ways. The first definition depends on the people lived in the
past and social events, where the second definition expresses history as a science
that subjects the past history. Covering all these definitions, the scientific assignment of the history is referred as to “search and pass it to future society” [5].
As a lesson, history is the centre of education and teaching. Every nation in
the world is trying to teach and develop its own history lesson with specific aims
and objectives within the scope of opportunities of their educational system.
Education of history expresses that it is impossible for every country and nation
to avoid or escape from their past. Therefore, it is important to understand,
learn and interpret the current human profile, world’s current condition, different communities with all circumstances, and the relationship between the past
and present [6].
[7] is defending an opinion of the history teaching is not only about being interested to the past but also requires the assimilation of actual events which ensures to synthesize the future [7]. Like in many educational systems, history lesson that is covered in Turkish Educational System, includes Turkish History and
Cyprus Turkish History lessons and both take part in education syllabus. Therefore, it is important to answer the question of “Why we are teaching History?” in
order to understand and explain the history education.
As from the second quarter of 20th Century, history educationalists and philosophers have been focused on three main questions; “1) What is history? 2)
What does history do? and 3) Why we teach history? These questions and the
answers given which are attract the interest of historians everywhere in the
world are diversified according to differences shown from person to person [8].
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According to [9], the answers of “Why we teach history?” stresses the aim of
teaching as “the history provides communal incorporation, making students
who are studying a well-being citizen and loyal to their nation, helps individuals
to comply with life, being conscious about world citizenship as well as contributing to morality” where students could easily access to these behaviours [10].
The first concept that could come up to mind as a memory of nation can be
perceived as history. Since a person who had a memory loss because of a car accident and cannot make any decisions or plans for future, the past and present of
a nation is related to each other in the same context. Therefore, in order to gain
courage from past to take powerful steps towards future shows us the importance of the education of history. This is why history education is accounted as a
significant issue. However, like the other subjects included in the syllabus of our
educational system, it is also possible to face some problems while teaching history [3]
According to [4], “History lessons take place in a structure of teacher based
with simple expression. This is seen as an important factor that students evaluate
the lesson as boring and a memorised based subject” [4]. Depending on the
teaching techniques of History lessons which create the perception of memorising on students is certainly one of the most important problems of teaching history. This possible situation causes boredom and creates a perception on students that the lesson is memorised based [10].
According to [11], certainly one of the aims of history education is to show
the idea that the subject is bored regarding to its descriptive and eclectic structure is actually wrong [11]. The teachers who will teach history should find different methods of how to present the information, thoughts and ideas as well as
developing the known educational programmes in order to quit from the boring
atmosphere of history education. Generally, history education given within a
specific programme at educational institutions aims to help students to gain
several information, manner and acquisition about history [11].
The aims of the history education could be defined as adopting national identity based on social-historical context, universalising the ethical and political
stance, researching the otherness concept, ensuring sympathy, and beside all
these providing different historical analysis and perspectives, and contributing
critical thinking at the same time [12].
As a lesson the science of history, aims to teach individuals to think by drawing a contemporary path, questioning and interpretation. It also aims to provide
the understanding of social and cultural changes and improvements with
integral and critical history intelligence [13].
The other aim is to redound the perspective of multiculturalism to individuals
by history education. All the aims and objectives mentioned above are stressed
in history books used in the educational system of Northern Cyprus as well as
presented as the view of teachers serving. However, these sentences that stress
the importance and benefits aimed to provide students are not carried further as
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mentioned and the history subject only takes place within the syllabus as a memorised based lesson that is easily forgotten in the future.
Therefore, today the relevant two sentences formed by the questions of “Why
History Lesson is important in education” and “What are the benefits of History
lesson for you” exhibits the problems that there is no enough explanation is provided to students based on the context of History lesson, the importance and
necessity of the lesson is not clearly delivered, as well as what will students gain
after learning history is not declared.
These were the questions that aimed to find the relevant answers in this study.
As a result of the study, the answers given to questions were preferable based on
the importance and benefit of the lesson. Also the study reveals the significance
of the research by measuring to what extent and how the interest and benefits of
the lesson is assigned.

2. Methodology
In this research qualitative research methods were based and interview technique which is a method of collecting data has been used because of its suitability to the research. In qualitative methods, interviews could be classified as
structured, semi-structured and unstructured. Semi-structured questions are
designated previously and the data is collected by finding answers to these questions [14].
This method is not really strict as structured interviews and is not flexible as
unstructured interviews. Since it provides a flexibility between the options mentioned above which are 2 and 3, semi-structured interview technique has been
used for the study.
The study group has been formed through snowball and successive illustration
by following the path of purposeful sampling [15]. The main aim of using
snowball and successive illustration is that the method is an effective way of
finding individuals with necessary information related to the problem as well as
measuring the specific occasions since the world is big enough to examine for
the study [16].
In this study students studying in a public secondary education institution in
Nicosia have been examined. The institution is one of the oldest and
well-established schools of education history which is Lefkoşa Türk Lisesi. The
school has the largest student potential, recognition and the impression compared to others. Within the school 9th and 10th year students were involved by
forming 10 different participatory groups and the teachers and school managements has been excluded from the study. The gender and the class year of the
students participated to the study has been presented in Table 1.
As illustrated in Table 1 within the 10 college students participated to the
study the majority of the students involved are 10th year students with a rate of
70% (7 students). Moreover, the least participation is from 9th year students
with a rate of 30% (3 students). Out of 10 participant students who involved in
the survey, 6 of them are female (60%) and 4 of them are male (40%).
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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Table 1. Distribution of high school students participating in the study according to their
grade and gender.
CLASS

Number of
Students

Percent

Number of
Female Students

Percent

Number of
Male Students

Percent

9. CLASS

3 Students

30%

1

10%

2

20%

10. CLASS

7 Students

70%

5

50%

2

20%

TOTAL

10 Students

100%

6

60%

4

40%

1) Data Collecting Process:
In this study literature review has been used in order to understand the main
problem of the study and evaluate all possible theories that will light up the solutions and all other data gained were collected as a result of the interviews. Survey
data were collected between December 2015 and January 2016 by meeting and
interview students out of class hours and suitable places chosen by them within
the schools. The data collecting process has been completed through 10 15-minute face to face meetings with high-school students where the aim was to
learn their opinions about history lesson.
2) Data Collecting Tool:
The interview forms used during meetings has been designed in different
times as a result of the cooperative study of the researcher and several field specialists. The interview questions were prepared for the article survey with a title
of “The Evaluation of the Opinions of High-School students about the importance and benefits of History Lesson”. Questions were tested by researchers regarding its validity and reliability and used within this survey. The form used to
collect data is aimed to identify the importance and benefits of history lesson to
high-school student and is designed for students to easily state their opinion
about the subject. In order to measure the reliability and validity the forms were
given to two different field specialists. As a result, some of the questions were
cancelled and taken out from the survey since they were similar, some of the
questions were improved regarding its intelligibility and the last shape were given to questionnaire as a result of this inspection.
3) Data Analysis:
In this study, data collected through the form with two different parts have
been resolved by using the method of content analysis. In first part of the form,
participants were requested to fill the area which was based on personal information. Then the second part which involves the questions about the study has
been resolved by content analysis. In this method data is analysed within four
different stages [17].
Data Coding: A meeting document has been formed by designating each line
of data gained by writing, as well as recording voices depending on request and
resolving them with CDs. The document was given with recorded CDs, notes
taken during meetings for analysing any mistakes or drawbacks to a field specialist for ensuring supervision. After forming the interview documents, data
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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collected from students were examined and evaluated into groups according to
importance, and these groups were named and encoded. A coding list was
formed after coding all data, and the list has been a key tool for analysing and
arranging the data. Furthermore, coding keys and interview documents were
read separately by researchers and necessary arrangements have been made
through identifying and discussing the subjects with consensus and dissidence.
In order to calculate the reliability of the study, the reliability formula advised by
[18] has been used and an average of 90% result has been achieved. In calculation of reliability, the results over 70% are accepted as the study is reliable [18].
Therefore, the study with 90% calculation is accepted as reliable. The codes that
relate to each other were aimed as a tool to reach the main themes. In analysing
and modelling the study data “QSR Nvivo 8” has been used.
Finding the Themes:
At this stage, codes designated have been categorised under specific topics to
form the themes. In the scope of study subject that has been cover in two dimension, different concepts have been found and aligned related to the data under
each theme.
Arranging data according to codes and themes:
At this stage, the opinions of participants have been explained clearly for
readers to understand easily, and presented directly to the reader. In order to assign which notes are belonging to which participant, footnotes have been used
and illustrated within quotation marks. Then the interviewed participants have
been mention in brackets.
The coding system given with example explanations below are as follows;
EXAMPLE: “...............” (I:S(A(1)))
I: Interview
S: Student
A: Code of Class Degree
1: Number of Participants
Interpretation of the Findings: The elaborated identification and representation of findings have been commented by the researchers and explanation of
some results has been made at this last stage of the study. And the data collected
have been interpreted through passing necessary stages of qualitative study method.

3. Study Results and Interpretation
In this part of the survey, data collected as a result of the study have been used.
Results collected are illustrated in Table 2. In Table 2 depending on the opinion
of students to the question of “Why History Lesson is important for you?” the
distribution of themes assigned about the importance of the lesson are
represented and again in Table 2 depending on the opinion about the question
“What are the benefits of History Lesson to students and why it is important?”
the distribution of significant themes related to the benefits obtained by history
lesson and explanations are submitted.
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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Table 2. Concepts of students’ opinion about the importance of History lesson.
STUDENT
THEMES

Number of
Number of
Total Number of
Spesific Student Unknown Student
Student

Percentage

Time
(Choronology)

8

2

10

80

20

Culture

6

4

10

60

40

Words
Awareness - Knowing

5

5

10

50

50

War

4

6

10

40

60

Thinking

3

7

10

30

70

Other

2

8

10

20

80

1) Students’ Opinion about the importance of History Lesson
One of the most significant factor effecting the success of students regarding
the lessons included in their education life is the emotion they develop against
the lesson, thoughts and the manner. Therefore, these factors could provide to
form the required behaviour of students against the lessons as well as could
create difficulties. Because in order to get the required results students should
perform positive behaviour.
In this sense, majority of students interviewed have mentioned that history
lesson is an important subject for learning the past, illustrated in Table 2. This
result with the thoughts and opinion of majority of students participated in the
survey reveals that the history lesson is an important subject.
As seen in Table 2, depending on the answers of students through interview
forms, some words that are mentioned by students with their own speech have
been taken as a base and categorised. 80% of the students were used the words
past and future under the category of Time related to the importance of the
lesson. The results reveal that the history lesson is mostly important for learning
the past.
Besides this, student’s answers proved that they find the lesson important
because history “enlightens the future”. 60% of students have been used the
words culture and root under the Cultural Category and the results shows that
history lesson is determined significant by students in terms of “Learning their
Culture and Roots”. Under the category of Learning, 50% of students used the
words awareness and knowing which shows that history lesson is important in
terms of “being aware of past events, learning the unknown and developing what
we know.” All other statements appear in the rest categories were slightly used,
40% of students under the category of War, 30% under the category of Thinking
and 20% within Other category mentioned that history lesson is important in
university entrance exam that reveals the importance of history lesson under
each category.
2) Students opinion about acquisitions over History Lesson
In Table 3, several themes have been examined by differentiating them according
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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Table 3. Distribution of concepts considered among the achievements of the History
Lesson.
STUDENTS
THEMES

Number of
Number of
Total Number of
Spesific Students Unknown Student
Students

Percentage

Thinking

7

3

10

70

30

Time

6

4

10

60

40

Knowledge

5

5

10

50

50

Cultural

2

8

10

20

80

Router

2

8

10

20

80

to opinion of students mentioned by their own words through interview form.
In this extent, one of the most important subject that forms the base of the study
where 70% student were also mentioned within their thoughts depending on the
themes is the “Idea” theme. This theme has been created through the students’
expressions of “Perspective”, “Criticism”, “Analysis” and “Evaluation”.
In this sense, students participated have revealed the idea that history lesson
provides tremendous acquisitions such as “Developing Perspective”, “Ability of
Criticism and Showing Criticised Approach”, “Analysing Event” and lastly
“Evaluation of the Circumstances.” Depending on the importance of the lesson
60% of student opinions were mostly based on the expressions of “Past”, “Future”
and “Development” that are held under the category of Time Theme and this
represented that History is significant in terms of “Teaching the Past”, “Contributing to correlate between Past, Present and Future”, and also “Developing our
current Knowledge”.
The expressions of “Consciousness and Knowing” that are held under the
theme of Knowledge were frequently used by students and with 50% rate it
created an opinion that history lesson provides important acquisitions such as
“History raises awareness of People” and also “Informs People about past life”.
Other themes included in the study out of these categories are formed by 20%
of students expressing themselves in similar way which are “Cultural and “Directive” themes. According to the students’ opinion these themes that are
formed by slightly used expressions have revealed the acquisition gained in different ways. In these themes students mentioned that history lesson contributes
them to “To direct their ideas in terms of Politics and Social such as Peace” and
in the Cultural context it helps them to “Learn Turkish Race or Cultural Heritage of their Country”.
In the scope of the study that covers two dimensions and includes participant’s opinions the results gathered virtually have revealed the expected outcome and showed that required answers have been alternately collected. It could
be stated that the efficiency of teachers giving history lessons those students who
participated in the study is more than expectations and plays an important role.
However, it is a known reality that teachers are performing every day the subDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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jects they aim to teach without delivering the targets, objectives and acquisitions
of the lesson to their students while following the necessary education programmes and procedures.
Therefore, it is understood that as a result of examining all participant students’ opinions about the importance and benefits of history lesson are gathered
around a common sight according to the classes they study.

4. Conclusions
To conclude, as a lesson, the Science of History aims to teach individuals to
think by drawing a contemporary path, questioning and interpretation, not only
with political events, but also aims to provide the understanding of social and
cultural changes and the apprehension of collective and critical history through
these developments [14].
As a result of this survey, the data collected through the opinion of students
that are covered by the information of several studies in the first section of the
survey has revealed that the expressions have substantial similarities with aims of
the importance and benefits of Science of History as a lesson.
As a science, this lesson is initially necessary for teaching students their past.
It is interrogated that students mostly question for what purpose the information
learned about History and other subjects in their education and teaching experience will be used in their future life. However, the answer received when asking
young and old people why the History lesson is included within our educational
system is “Learning Past or our past”. Therefore, as a result of information collected, it could be said that History lesson is a significant subject for learning the
past. On the other hand, the lesson has other functions that emphasize its importance apart from teaching the past. These functions were emerged through
the opinion of students who declared that the history lesson has several objectives, such as “Lightening the Past and the Future” or “Developing a relationship
between the Past, Present and the Future”. As well as the study of [1], the most
significant result of the study is creating time in other words past perception.
The idea of that the history is the expression of the past is highly extensive [1].
Besides this, the other most important two ideas are the significance of history in
terms of culture, learning and enlightenment. All these opinions of students
about the importance of History lesson are corresponding with the assigned
borders of intended ideas.
Also for the importance of the subject, related to the acquisitions gained by
students, History Lesson aims to help individuals “to think by drawing a contemporary path, questioning and interpreting”. With this definition, collecting
the intended answers from the majority of 10 participants, several opinions are
formed which are related to the aim of the study. Some of the thoughts expressed by students are “Criticising Events, Analysing, and Evaluation”. The
other two substantial categories have formed chronology and information in
terms of time. The data exposed as a result of the study, is providing significant
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1104810
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information about history lessons given at high-schools depending on the importance and acquisition of the subject. Furthermore, it should be stated that
while covering all information mentioned above, it is thought that teachers performing history lessons are able to deliver the necessary information to students.
History education should be designated and remarked according to the conditions and requirements of each period over again. The implementation of these
aims and objectives could be possible by providing materials such as books and
education programmes which are suitable for these targets and with convenient
methods and approaches [8]. It is for sure that teachers delivering ideas about
the content and acquisition of the subject both at the beginning of the semester
and before the lessons could be efficient. Beside this, it is necessary to rescue
students from the idea that the subject is boring and based on a memorising
structure in order to provide an effective education and delivering the aims and
benefits of history education.
According to [19], several study techniques and methods directed towards efficiency, research and discussion should be used to remove the history from the
structure of boring and memorising lesson and therefore a long-term education
could be sustained. Also, it is thought the similar unique researches that will be
made as thesis and articles could increase the scope of Turkish Education Literature and increase the efficiency of history education [1].
Some of the advices of researchers including several aims about the importance and benefits that could be delivered to students through history lesson
which should not just kept in lesson books are as follows:
• At the beginning of each Education Semester for each branch students
should be informed conceptually about the importance of history lesson as
well as what kind of benefits they will obtain.
• It should be mentioned that history lesson should not be considered only as a
whole of historical events and students should be informed that Science of
History is a sophisticated lesson that they can also learn information about
Politics, Culture, Economy and etc.
• Lastly, teachers should explain students that the History is a science interacting continuously with the Past, Present and the Future, showing this by implementing several methods, techniques and activities and together with students they should improve their knowledge perpetually.
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